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Opening Statement  
I would like to thank the Chair and members of the committee for the invitation to speak to you 
again about transportation and emissions. I would also like to congratulate the committee on 
last month’s comprehensive report on this topic.  
 
Before discussing Electric Vehicles (EVs), there are some fundamental issues to consider 
about private vehicles, regardless of how they are fuelled.  

- They take up a large amount of the built environmental space with roads and parking  
- Cars spend approximately 95% of their time parked  
- Cars cause congestion, and in 2017 it was estimated this could cost up to €2.08 billion 

in 2033 in the Greater Dublin Area1 
- Cars also cause air quality issues and increase particulate matter, EVs are also heavier 

which can make this problem worse  
 
Policies that promote EVs should consider a number of important factors to ensure viability of 
investment and impact.  

Equity and Just Transition: a just transition as well as the cost of this is key when 
considering and making EV policies.  Research that we have conducted in Trinity shows that 
the highest concentrations of EV ownership tend to be in the most affluent areas in Ireland 
(see Fig 1). These also tend to be areas with the best provision of public transport.  

Charging: the charging network required for Ireland is extensive. In our urban areas there is 
the very real challenge of where to put charging spaces. The data on the number of 
households with driveways for parking is poor. In 2017, a household survey in Dublin found 
that just 44% had a driveway2. Research currently underway (Terrain-AI3, funded by 
SFI/Microsoft) is using aerial imagery and machine learning to get much more accurate data.  

Changing market for EVs: in 2019 the average price of the top three selling EVs (Leaf, Zoe 
& Kona) was €32,500. The average price of the top three selling EVs from the first 6-months 
of 2021 (VW’s & Tesla) was €43,000 (all excluding SEAI grants). This shows our tastes are 
changing, but also that the average price Irish customers are choosing to pay is increasing.  

Price equity: the debate on when price of EVs will reach parity with non-EVs is varied. 
Industry commentators and academics present strong arguments for both sides.  However, 

 
1 https://assets.gov.ie/13615/110debccab3346aa9a6f871f0ae660d9.pdf  
2https://www.nationaltransport.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/National_Household_Travel_Survey_2017_Report_-
_December_2018.pdf  
3 https://terrainai.com/  



the time line for when parity is likely to happen is unclear, and as such, any policies that 
depend or are based on parity need to be afforded some level of risk.  

Demand: Ireland has very ambitious EV targets, but so do many other countries in Europe 
and around the world. Ireland will be competing for the supply of these vehicles and supply 
issues may impact our ability to reach goals and fulfil our ambition.  

Cost of incentives: government subvention in this market works and many examples from 
around the world show that when they are taken away, demand falls. Countries like Norway 
provide extensive incentives both monetary and non-monetary.  DEPR analysis on the current 
incentives show a benefit-cost ratio of replacing a petrol car with an EV of 0.1444. 
 
The carbon projections for Ireland are clear in the transport field that we need to “throw the 
kitchen sink” at the issue to meet the 51% carbon reduction. We need to be clever in how we 
spend the available EV incentive funds, and we need to ensure we get the greatest carbon 
reductions and some of the following could be considered:   
 

- The second-hand EV car market needs policy incentives to ensure that it is healthy 
and will help to reduce costs and assist in a just transition.  

- As previously stated, cars spend 95% of their lives parked. My research shows that 
shared cars have potential to reduce car ownership and encourage a greater use of 
non-car modes5. A national pilot for shared EVs should be considered. Research 
conducted by the ITF on Dublin using shared options has shown that this could yield 
significant benefits 6.  

- Ireland has over 21,000 taxis7, incentives to electrify this fleet to date have been 
unsuccessful. This is a large fleet that could be converted and greater engagement 
with the industry.  

- We should also look at the promotion of electric bicycles and their ability to decarbonise 
but also reduce congestion in urban areas.  

- Rural Ireland has a number or areas experiencing transport disadvantage8 (see Fig 2), 
these areas also have high emissions, which are primarily caused by the distances 
travelled. EVs may be the most effective way to reduce emissions in these areas and 
targeted incentives could be considered.  

 
Thank you again for the invitation to talk to you today and I welcome any questions.  
 
 

 
4 https://assets.gov.ie/25107/eb5a541e3b614c94a3e47c8d068e72c9.pdf  
5 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cstp.2020.12.007  
6 https://www.itf-oecd.org/sites/default/files/docs/shared-mobility-simulations-dublin.pdf  
7 https://www.nationaltransport.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/NTA-Taxi-Statistics-2019.pdf  
8 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tranpol.2020.11.004  



 
 
Figure 1: EV Domestic charging locations vs Average income levels (Source: Caulfield, B., Furszyfer, D., Foley, A. Examining 
the equity issues around ownership and government support of electric vehicles, Working Paper, 2021)  
 
 

 
Figure 2: Areas of forced car ownership in Ireland (Source: Carroll, P., Benevenuto, R., Caulfield, B. Identifying Hotspots of 
Transport Disadvantage and Car Dependency in Rural Ireland, Transport Policy,  2021, Vol 101 pp46-56)  
 


